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ABSTRACT
This paper describes our system on simplified Chinese textual
entailment recognizing RITE task at NTCIR-9. Both lexical and
semantic features are extracted using NLP methods. Three
classification models are used and compared for the classification
task, Rule-based algorithms, SVM and C4.5. C4.5 gives the best
result on testing data set. Evaluation at NTCIR-9 RITE shows
72% accuracy on BC subtask and 61.9% accuracy on MC subtask.
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1. Introduction
Given two text fragments, Recognizing Textual Entailment
(RTE) is a task of deciding whether one text can be inferred
(entailed) from the other [1]. Textual entailment captures a broad
range of semantic oriented inferences needed for many Natural
Language Processing (NLP) applications, like Information
Retrieval, Text Summarization, Information Extraction, Question
Answering and Machine Translation. As one of the fundamental
problems in those NLP applications RTE has attracted increasing
attention in recent years.
In this paper, we discuss the use of our system in the NTCIR9 RITE task [2]. RITE is a text entailment reorganizing
evaluation task which focuses on Asia languages. We participate
in BC and MC subtasks on simplified Chinese text, where BC is
a binary classification subtask of “entailment” or “no entailment”,
MC is a multi-class classification subtask of “contradiction”,
“independent”, “forward entailment”, “reverse entailment” or
“bidirectional entailment”. Figure 1 shows an example of how
the training data looks like.
<pair id="103" label="B">
<t1>ᅝफᴹ㞾䴲⌆ࡴ㒇</t1>
(<t1>Annan comes from Africa Ghana</t1>)
<t2>ᅝफߎ䑿Ѣ䴲⌆ࡴ㒇</t2>
(<t2> Annan was born in Africa Ghana</t2>)
</pair>

Figure 1. RITE Training Data Set

According to the requirements of the task, we developed a
textual entailment system that could handle multi-class
entailment recognition. We concentrate on feature extraction
using natural language processing method, then use and compare
a rule-based and two machine learning algorithms for
classification based on these features. In the MC subtask, we find
to distinguish “contradiction/independent” from entailment, only
using features based on mutual information is not enough;
features that represent the differences between two sentences are
also important indicators. Furthermore, semantic information is
crucial in MC subtask. Semantic dictionary and semantic
analysis is applied in feature extraction to generate semantic
features.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows: Section 2
provides related works. Section 3 introduces the system in detail
from preprocessing to classification labeling. Section 4 shows the
evaluation result in RITE task and discussions. Section 5 draws
conclusion and future work.

2. Related Works
Jin et al. [3] proposed a feature match method based on
exploiting the relation in the WordNet glosses, and reached
52.4% accuracy on RET1, 58.9% accuracy on RET2; Later Jin et
al. [4] proposed another new method based on lexical and
shallow syntactic analysis combined with fuzzy set theory, and
reached 56% accuracy on RET1; Georgiana et al. [5] explored a
way of improving an inference rule collection and its application
to the task of recognizing textual entailment using refined
method and a hand-crafted lexical resource. The method
automatically found phrase patterns representing the same
meaning, for example ĀX wrote Yā ĬĀX is author of Yā.
The method reached 60.00% precision on covered RTE2 data set.
Although the precision on full data set was 57.75% due to the
low coverage, this method did a nice try in looking for better
features other than lexical bag-of-words features. Partha Pakray
Sivaji Bandyopadhyay et al. [6] proposed a rule-based syntactic
feature extraction method together with a multi-gram lexical
feature extraction method. Subject-subject, Subject-verb, objectverb and cross subject-verb comparison were selected as
syntactic features. They chose SVM as classification model and
reached 55.6% precision on RTE4 data set. Yongping et al. [7]
gave additional attention to part-of-speech and named entity in
RET task, and got good results.
However, few experiments were implemented as multiclassification tasks. And as far as we known, no textual
entailment experiments on Chinese text have been implemented
yet.
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be introduced later section in detail. In this task, Ictclas4j is also
used to conduct POS tagging.

3. System Description
3.1 System Architecture
As shown in figure 2, the system is composed of two major
process, feature extraction and classification. Multiple NLP
methods are applied, including word segmentation, POS,
syntactic analyze and semantic analyze. TongYiCi CILin[8] and
an antonym dictionary are used to construct semantic features.
Using features generated above, we implemented rule-based
algorithms, SVM and C4.5 for classification. Evaluation and
comparison were conducted after the experiments.

Text: ⶹ䆚ህᰃ䞣
(Knowledge is power.)
POS: ⶹ䆚/n ህᰃ/vshi 䞣/n
(Knowledge/n is/vshi power/n)
Figure 3 POS Example

3.3 Syntactical Analyze
Syntactical analyze gives the structure of a sentence. Figure 4
shows an example. Syntactical analyze is crucial in the task
because our inputs are two sentences, and much information is
embedded in the sentence structures. As we have seen in related
works section, many researchers have used syntactic features for
their RTE task on English text. However, a major difference in
Chinese syntactic analyze is that the accuracy of the state-of-art
of Chinese syntactic parsing is unsatisfactory, which has been a
bottle neck of Chinese NLP in recent years [11].

Figure 2. System Architecture

3.2 Word Segmentation and POS
Different from English text, Chinese characters are written
adjacent to each other with no space between each word. The
reason is that ancient Chinese word is composed of one single
character in most cases, so no space is needed to separate them.
Modern Chinese term however, is always composed of two
characters or three characters, so it’s important to do word
segmentation before applying other common NLP technologies.
For example, in English, “Knowledge is power” is naturally
segmented into three words: “knowledge”, “is” and “power”. But
in Chinese, “ⶹ䆚ህᰃ䞣” can not be separated into “ⶹ䆚”,
“ህᰃ”, “䞣” likewise because there are no space between
them. Here we use an open source program ictclas4j[9] for
Chinese word segmentation. Ictclas4j is an open source Chinese
lexical analysis program based on Hierarchical Hidden Markov
Model.
POS (part-of-speech) is to label each word with
noun/verb/adjective etc. Figure 3 gives an example. POS
provides fundamental information for feature extraction. On one
hand, it provides labels that could directly be used for lexical
feature construction. On the other hand, POS labels can be used
as features for syntactic analysis. We also use it to adjust the
syntactic analysis result from Stanford Parser[10] which would

Figure 4. Syntactical Analysis Example
We have compared several different syntactic parsers and
decided to use Stanford Parser in the end. In our evaluation,
Stanford Parser’s average accuracy is about 70%. Since we have
a pair of sentences for each judgment, the accuracy for each pair
goes to about 50%. To improve the accuracy, we use lexical
analyze results from POS, named-entity identification and
manually designed rules to re-check Stanford Parser’s result. If
we detected that Stanford Parser has failed, we set all syntactic
feature values to null to decrease the bad influence. For example
if the parsed syntactic tree has no VP node or NP node, this parse
must have failed. We also developed several post process rules to
try to fix the result of the syntactic tree if the error is small. For
example, if a person’s name has been spited into several nodes,
they will be merged as an NR node.

3.4 Semantic Analyze
Both lexical features and syntactical features only rely on
literal match. A major problem with it is that synonyms will not
be considered as the same and antonyms won’t be identified. In
RITE task, we find it important to deal with both synonyms and
antonyms. To do that we have tried different resources, and come
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down to two dictionaries, TongYiCi CiLin and an antonym word
list summarized from the Web.
TongYiCi CiLin is a 5-layer Chinese synonym word
dictionary. Figure 5 shows a snapshot of CiLin. Words with
similar meanings are organized in lines. A line of Chinese words
share the same id and they have the same meaning. Ids are
organized in a 5 layers manner, so that words’ similarity can be
compared simply by their ids. Generally speaking, the longer
common prefix two ids share the more similar they are. We use
CiLin to expand the literal match on important nouns and verbs,
words are considered matched if they’re synonyms.
Hi15C02@ एఅ
Hi16A01= ҟ㒡 ᓩ㾕 ⡉㒓 こ䩜ᓩ㒓
Hi16A02= 䇈ড় ᪂ড় 䇈 䇈䇈
Hi16A03= 䇈ၦ خၦ ֱၦ 䇈҆ ᦤ҆
Figure 5. TongYiCi CiLin
Antonym on the other hand is also important in RITE task
because we have to identify the “Contradiction” sentence pair,
and many contradict sentences have antonyms. We couldn’t find
any effective open source Chinese antonym dictionary, so we use
resources from the internet to summarize the antonym dictionary
ourselves.
Other than synonym and antonym, named entities are also
important. Ictclas4j is used to for named entity identification. We
also used a person name identification program developed by our
own lab to improve named identification accuracy.

3.5 Feature construction
Since the object is to recognize entailment between two
sentences, the features that represent two sentences’
relationships are the features we are looking for. So we combine
lexical, syntactical and semantic analyze results together, and use
comparison results between two sentences as features. We’ve
constructed 35 features totally including lexical and semantic
features. In this section, we’ll list a few of the most effective
ones and explain them in detail.

3.5.1 Synonym based Word Match
The ratio of common words is always a strong feature to
indicate whether two sentences could be entailed from each other.
Though we do have seen exceptions, in most of the scenario, the
more two sentences share words in common, the more likely they
have entailment relationships. Here we consider synonyms equal
to the same words, and use the common word count divided by
the shorter sentence’s word count as common words’ ratio. This
feature is simple but proved to be effective in our experiment.
On the other hand, we do use other features to cover those
exceptions, which are more challenging and will be introduced
later.

3.5.2 Length Compare
Apart from determine if entailment exist between two
sentences, it’s also important to identify the direction of
entailment, as there’re three directions: forward, reverse and
bidirectional. In cope with word match feature, the length
compare ratio can be a strong feature to indicate the direction

linguistically. The more one sentence is longer than the other, the
more likely the direction is from the former to the latter. The
smaller the length difference is, the more likely it is a
bidirectional direction. The feature is simple and effective. But
again, there’re exceptions. We use more complicated features
which will be introduced later to cover those exceptions.

3.5.3 Named Entity Match
Named entities are the key components of a sentence,
including time, location, person name, organization name etc.
Many researchers use named entity match just like word match,
which is to calculate the common ratio of the named entity
between two sentences. But we believe there’s more information
embedded in named entities, which can’t be revealed by common
ratio feature. Firstly, named entities should be compared
category-wisely. There’s no point comparing a person’s name
with a location even if they’re the same; secondly, named entities
should be compared with more dimensions, direction and
confliction should also be considered. If one sentence has a time
entity but the other sentence doesn’t, this may be crucial to
determine a forward direction when they have entailment relation
because the first sentence has more key information. Things are
the same when one of the entities is more specific than the other,
for example “October 30th in 2011” is more specific than
“October 30th”. In another case, if two sentences share a lot of
common words, but have different time entity, they may have a
contraction relationship, because they’re probably describing the
same event with different event time. Thus we constructed the
named entity feature into a 5 dimensional vector with each
dimension represent a type of relation—same, forward
entailment, reverse entailment, different, independent. For each
vector only one dimension will be set as 1 and the others all as 0.
Fore example, forward entailment may be represented as <0, 1, 0,
0, 0>, and contradiction may be represented as <0, 0, 0, 1, 0>.
This way, not only contradiction has a strong feature resource,
but entailment direction can also benefit. This feature covered
some exceptions mentioned earlier if they have different named
entities.

3.5.4 Different Verb Number
Apart from named entities, verbs are always associated with
events. If two sentences have a lot of different verbs, they’re
most likely describing two different events, although two
sentences have few different verbs doesn’t necessarily mean they
are describing the same event. The different verb number is a
good feature to identify “independent” scenario, and may assist
to identify “contradiction”.

3.5.5 Antonym Number
Two entailed sentences are consistent in opinion expression
and are not likely to have antonym words with each other. So
antonym is a strong indicator in identifying “contradiction”
scenario, especially when it is used together with syntactic
information and the antonyms are judged between words of the
same syntactic roles. But since we have a Chinese syntactic
analyze bottle neck problem, here we simply use the number of
antonyms two sentences have as a raw feature. Experiments
show that although the method is raw and simple, it is effective
in identifying contradiction sentence pairs. We’ll later introduce
the syntactic-wise antonym comparison feature that we also used.
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But since the syntactic results are always nulls, that feature
actually contributed less though it is better in term of accuracy.

3.5.6 Syntactic Match
After analyzing cases in RITE task, we find the syntacticwise comparison will be beneficial and will cover most of the
exceptions in lexical match. Specially, we focus on the role of
subject, predicate, object and the attributes of these three roles.
To extract these roles from a sentence, we developed a few
common patterns in Chinese language. Every pattern represents a
type of Chinese sentence structure, and each sentence may fit
into one or more patterns. Figure 6 shows the pattern matching
logic. Briefly speaking, we consider the backbone of a sentence
with 3 types of patterns: a) passive pattern, where the sentence
has a structure of <object, passive verb, subject>. e.g. “John was
praised by his teacher”; b) linked-verb pattern, where subject is
defined by attributes, with a structure <subject, linked-verb,
attribute>. e.g. “John is a good student”; c) standard pattern,
where the sentence is organized as <subject, verb, object>, subsentence is also considered in standard pattern. e.g. “Lucy said
John ate the apple”. Besides the backbone structure, we also
consider other sub structures like alias, reason, attribute block
and parataxis structure, to make sure no attribute information is
lost or filtered after the syntactic analyze.

with “The tortoise runs slowly”. Also, compared with different
verb, we consider different predicate as an even stronger feature.
Furthermore, length compare has its syntactic version of role
number compare, where only the number of subject, predicate,
object and attribute are taken into account rather than all the
words. This feature covers sentences which is short but contains
a lot of key information. These features are organized as compare
ratio or vectors just as lexical and semantic features. The
experiments do have proved they have better accuracy. But as
we’ve mentioned, to overcome the syntactic analyzer’s low
precision problem, syntactic features would be set as null if the
result is not confident enough. Thus though these features cover
some of the exceptions lexical features couldn’t handle, overall
they have less coverage and contribute less than the lexical and
semantic features.

Figure 6. Pattern Matching Logic
To identify these patterns, we use a variety of features from
lexical word to POS, named entity etc. But most importantly, we
use the syntactic tree parsed by Stanford Parser. Take the
standard pattern for example, it always fit into a
[DNP]<NP>[ADVP]<VV>[DNP]<NP> tree structure, where NP,
VP, NP represent subject, predicate, object, DNP represent
attributes to subject or object, ADVP represent adverbs to
predicate. Figure 7 shows a sentence that fit the standard pattern,
where DNP: “Ё䯳ⱘ”(from China), NP:“߬㖨”(Xiang Liu),
ADVP: “( ”ݡagain), VV: “㦋ᕫ” (win), DNP: “ϔⱒϔक㉇
ᷣ” (110 meter hurdle), NP: “( ”ݯݴchampion). This is just a
standard example, in real data informal expressions exist and the
pattern doesn’t always fit perfectly. Some components may be
missing and Stanford Parser may have an incorrect parsed result.
We use the POS result to validate the syntactic tree, and use
several rules to adapt to informal expressions.
After we identify different roles of the word, we construct
syntactic-wise match features that aggregate with former lexical
and semantic features, especially with semantic features. In
antonym comparison, we not only consider the antonyms
themselves but also the syntactic context they are in. Antonym
only has accurate contradiction indication when the antonyms are
attributes of the same entity, E.g. “The horse runs fast”
contradicts with “The horse runs slowly”, but is independent

Figure 7. Standard Pattern Example

3.6 Classification Models
We use a simple rule-based algorithm as baseline. We also
used and compared the state-of-art SVM model and C4.5
decision tree model as classification models.

3.6.1 Rule-based algorithm
Rule-based algorithm considers features with different
priorities, and uses a combination of feature values to make a
decision. An overview of this algorithm can be seen in Figure 8.
The process is simple and easy to understand. The problem is
that both the logic and the thresholds are set arbitrarily. And
since some logic paths are hard to reach, like bidirectional
entailment, they may end up with low recall.
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4. Experiments and Evaluation
4.1 Experiment Setting

If (Syntactic Features are not null and have a conclusion)
Return Conclusion;
Else
If (Synonym based Word Match < 0.5)
Return Independence;
Foreach Named Entity feature
If (contradiction found)
Return Contradiction;
If (forward entailment found)
Return Forward Entailment;
If (reverse entailment found)
Return Reverse Entailment
If (Length Compare > 0.7)
Return Forward Entailment;
Else if (Length Compare < 0.3)
Return Reverse Entailment;
Else
Return Bidirectional Entailment;

We use 2/3 RITE develop data set as training set, 1/3 develop
data set as testing set to compare our three different models. We
also use RITE evaluation data set to evaluate our final system.
We use LibSVM[14] to perform SVM classification, RBF is
chosen as the kernel function, grid search is applied for
parameter estimation with a 10 folder cross validation. We use
Weka[15] to perform C4.5 decision tree experiment, 3 folder
cross validation is used for training.

4.2 Experiment Result
Firstly, we test three models independently on our testing set.
Then we used C4.5 which performed the best for evaluation.
Table1 Experiment result on rule-based algorithm

Figure 8. Rule-based Algorithm

3.6.2 SVM Model
Support Vector Machine (SVM) is considered as the state-ofart classification model academically and has been applied to
many applications [12]. SVM can deal with non-linear features
and does not have the over-fitting problem. We use Radial Basis
Function (RBF) as the kernel function shown in equation 1. RBF
function is generally a good kernel function for SVM, especially
when the feature number is small.

K( xi , x j ) exp(J || xi  x j ||2 ), J ! 0

Rule-based Algorithm
Precision
Independent
43.7%
Contradiction
15.2%
Bidirectional Entailment
58.5%
Forward Entailment
57.1%
Reverse Entailment
48.4%
Average
46.1%
Table 1 shows the test result of role-based algorithm.
Contradiction shows the lowest precision of 15.2%, indicating
the contradiction rule is too arbitrary.

(1)
Table 2 Experiment result on SVM model

However our features in RITE task are different than
traditional text classification features. In our feature set, some
features only make sense when they’re combined together. The
problem with using SVM is that the combination rules are
various and hard to be described by just one single kernel
function. Furthermore, SVM is a binary classification model,
though it could adapt to multi-classification tasks, this adaptation
may decrease its accuracy.

3.6.3 C4.5 Model
C4.5 [13] is a decision tree model. At each node of the tree,
C4.5 chooses one attribute of the data that most effectively splits
its set of samples into subsets with minimum entropy, i.e. the
largest information gain. The attribute and the split value with
the highest normalized information gain are chosen to make the
decision.
In RITE task, C4.5 use combination of features to make
decisions just like rule-based algorithm. The difference is that it
chooses the most effective feature with the most effective
threshold, which is not arbitrary. Furthermore, C4.5 training
process could identify the syntactic feature’s confidence using
potential information in other features, which further reduces
influence from incorrect syntactic parsing result. The problem
with C4.5 is that it could have over-fitting problem, and weaker
adaptation ability to the new data.

SVM Model
Precision
Independent
47.1%
Contradiction
24.0%
Bidirectional Entailment
45.9%
Forward Entailment
57.6%
Reverse Entailment
52.0%
Average
46.0%
Table 2 shows the test result of SVM. Though it gives less
arbitrary results, the average precision is almost the same with
rule-based algorithm.
Table 3 Experiment result on C4.5 model
C4.5 Decision Tree
Precision
Independent
38.1%
Contradiction
25.0%
Bidirectional Entailment
60.8%
Forward Entailment
56.7%
Reverse Entailment
69.2%
Average
55.9%
Table 3 shows the test result of C4.5 model. Compare to rulebased algorithm, C4.5 has a 10% improvement, which also
outperforms SVM. Finally we use C4.5 in the evaluation task.

4.3 Evaluation Result
Table 4 Evaluation Result
Sub-Task
Accuracy
Team Rank
BC
72.0%
7/12
MC
61.9%
3/11
The evaluation result is shown in Table 4. As the system is
designed particularly for MC subtask, the result shows that our
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system performs better in MC than BC in term of team rank. Our
system reached a good accuracy of 61.9% on MC formal run
evaluation set, which ranks the 3 rd place among all participated
teams. On BC sub set, the result isn’t quite satisfactory
compared to other teams, but still it’s quite a good result of
72.0% accuracy.

4.4 Discussions
The testing and evaluation results have confirmed our
analysis of different models in section 3.6. For RITE MC subtask,
C4.5 is the best model performed on our features, since it
handles the combination of features flexibly which is optimal
statistically. Also we found semantic and syntactic features are
helpful. But due to the low accuracy of Chinese syntactic parsers,
we must use syntactic features with cautious.

5. Conclusion and future work
In this paper, we introduce our text entailment system for
NTCIR-9 RITE task. We extract lexical features, syntactic
features and semantic features from Chinese text. Two semantic
dictionaries are used, CiLin and antonym dictionary. Stanford
Parser is used for syntactic analyzing. We use and compared
three different models based on these features, and C4.5
outperform rule-based algorithm and SVM. Evaluation result
shows a good accuracy of 72.0% in BC sub task and 61.9% in
MC subtask.
Although many semantic features are extracted, no semantic
inference is performed in our system. During our work, we find
to develop an inference framework with an inference knowledge
base that links up human’s common sense with language
grammar would be an interesting and very beneficial work.
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